
The most comprehensive The most comprehensive   
wireless marine weather resource wireless marine weather resource   

on the planet. on the planet.   
  
Conveniently Indexed by geographic region and type of product for great ease, speed, and accuracy in 
           choosing products. 
 

Easily Delivered to a variety of interfaces. You choose HF, satellite, cellular or traditional land line 
           devices with one click of a button. 
 

Economical and Efficient with highly compressed data saving you 5 to 10 times the money and 
           time you may currently be spending to get weather products into your hand. 
 
 

Chart overlays on satellite imagery 
 

Ocean sea temperature, surface height and ice 
 

GRIB data extracted from not just one model but a collection of models best reflecting the 
      meteorological factors in question 
 

NEXRAD radar images of coastal precipitation and weather 
 

      Graphical Buoy Charts and text buoy data around 
      the US, Canada, and Europe 
 

Satellite imagery covering every ocean region  
      on earth 
 

Text weather analyses and forecasts for coastal, 
      offshore, and high seas conditions 
 

Weather Charts (WeFax) 



 
800.746.1462 (toll-free US & Canada) 
206.878.8270 (toll, worldwide) 
206.878.8314 (fax) 
info@ocens.com (e-mail) 
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How does it work…  
 

WeatherNet consists of three components: 

 
             The OCENS Internet robot continually crawls the Internet updating the local content store of weather data on 
OCENS’ central server. The server is stored in a secure co-location facility with 100% guaranteed network access assuring 
the user the most complete and up to date repository of weather data anywhere. Note that about one half of the weather 
products are generated locally and packaged specifically for WeatherNet. 
 
             The OCENS weather server interacts with the WeatherNet client application 
running on the users computer. OCENS’ server accepts requests for weather data, 
compresses the data, packs the data into a proprietary data stream specifically 
designed for wireless data connections, and sends the data to the client application. 
 
             The WeatherNet client application interacts directly with the user allowing 
him/her to easily select weather products by adding them to batches, which can be 
enabled or disabled with the click of a button. The application auto-connects your 
computer to the OCENS’ server via the desired wireless interface and immediately 
downloads the requested weather. The WeatherNet client then auto-disconnects when 
the download is complete. No extra seconds waiting for you to manually terminate the 
connection. 
 
 
Wireless Interfaces 
WeatherNet supports any wireless interface running Windows Dial Up. Simply select your connection! 

 
Supported devices include: 
 
Cellular phones 
Globalstar satellite phones 
Iridium 
Inmarsat M/F 
SSB/HF Pactor III 
Geosat Solutions 
Generic Internet Connection (Dial up, DSL, ISDN, Broadband) 

 
 

Pricing 
WeatherNet's fee structure is revolutionary. Users simply purchase the software and pay for the weather they download. 
Each weather product is priced independently and all costs, including estimated air time, are computed prior to the 
download. Most content is priced between 15 and 25 cents per item. Billing is on a per item basis with no monthly minimum.  
Downloads are added up and billed to your credit card once per month.  
 
WeatherNet service and software will reduce your connect and download 
time by a factor of 5-10 for most content, saving you money on your airtime 
bills, and valuable connect time when using your Pactor modem.  
 
 
 
 
5000 conveniently indexed and highly compressed weather products immediately acquired through your choice of 
wireless delivery devices at the simple click of a button. SET UP YOUR WeatherNet TODAY! 
 
 

OCENS WeatherStation and SeaStation software add special enhancements boosting the utility of acquired information. 

OCENS 
19655 1st Avenue South,  
Suite 202 
Seattle, WA  98148 
www.ocens.com 


